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Florida, 08/23/2019 

CL Yachts set to debut at the Newport International Boat Show  
The buzz-worthy performance brand will display its popular CLB72 model in 
Rhode Island  
 
 
The luxury performance yacht brand making waves within the industry, CL Yachts, 
is gearing up to mark another company first – this time debuting at the Newport 
International Boat Show in Rhode Island, September 12-15, 2019. 
 
CL Yachts’ popular CLB72 model will be on display at the Bannister South Docks 
location during what has become known as one of America’s largest and most 
dynamic in-water boat shows. 
 
CL Yachts officially launched at the Miami Yacht Show in February this year to 
much industry acclaim. The brand fuses engineering prowess, design innovation, 
and state-of-the-art technology to create unique luxury performance vessels that 
go beyond the expectations of discerning modern explorers.  
 
The innovation-lead company has already seen sales of their CLB72 model in both 
Florida and internationally, and is excited to showcase the brand, and their best-
selling cruiser, to a new audience in Rhode Island.  
 
“Following the first introduction, and consequent success, of CL Yachts in Florida, 
we look forward to venturing to the North East region of the States and entering 
into what is a new market for us,” says Martin Lo, director of CL Yachts’ parent 
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company, Cheoy Lee Shipyards. “We see the Newport International Boat Show as 
a pivotal way to connect with knowledgeable yacht enthusiasts, and allow us the 
opportunity to present a luxury performance experience that we believe is truly 
unparalleled.”  
 
Built upon the combined expertise of naval architect Howard Apollonio and 
leading marine structural engineer firm Gurit, the CLB72 utilizes state-of-the-art 
technology. Highlights include a resin-infused, composite hull, a foam-cored 
monocoque structure and strategic use of carbon fiber which creates an optimal 
strength-to-weight ratio. Other advanced offerings include a gyro stabilization, an 
active interceptor system, and a CZONE monitoring system. When it comes to 
performance, the vessel always offers a smooth ride, delivering a highly efficient 
fuel consumption rate combined with impressive top speeds of up to 31 knots. 
 
Design-wise, the CLB72 fuses elegance and warmth. The boat champions 
comfortable lounging spaces that are meticulously optimized to entertain guests 
and connect families. Familiar interior elements are reinterpreted with amplified 
sophistication to beautifully combine comfort and luxury, while expansive 
windows, contemporary detailing, and first-class amenities further elevate the 
cruising experience.   
 
Not on display during the Newport Rhode Island Show, but equally compelling, 
are CL Yachts’ two other luxury performance models. The first is the CLA76; a true 
athlete, this is the sleek successor to parent company Cheoy Lee’s popular Alpha 
Express Series.  Showgoers and media also will be treated to a “sneak preview” of 
final renderings of the second yacht in Newport before her official unveiling in 
November: the new CLB88, designed in collaboration with internationally 
celebrated designer Jozeph Forakis. Totally original, she is a modern 
reinterpretation of the classic motor yacht.  
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Florida, 08/23/2019 

About CL Yachts 
 

Cheoy Lee, shipbuilders known for over a century of quality and innovation 
unveiled its luxury-performance division, CL Yachts, in 2018. CL Yachts was 
conceived to offer unparalleled experiences to the modern explorer through 
timeless yachts that power the desire for adventure. Blending engineering 
prowess, purity in design and time-honored craftsmanship, the division 
champions innovation, authentic experiences and a contemporary approach to 
yachting.  
 
Contact information  
 
For more information visit clyachts.com or email info@clyachts.com 
 

For media inquiries and PR materials, please contact Diranne Tynes at 
dirannet@clyachts.com 
 
For full-resolution images, please visit:  
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/i9z3555vtvctic5/AACwLjmfl4YEt5vRBZTwZ4g6a?dl=0 

 
 

North America Office 
Lauderdale Marine Center,  
2019 SW 20th Street, Suite 208 
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Asia and Europe Office 
81 & 91 Hing Wah Street West 
Lai Chi Kok, Kowloon 
Hong Kong 
T  +852 2307 6333 

	


